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Summary

■

The Lee Green crossroads forms the historic core of the
dispersed village of Lee

■

But heavy traffic and unsympathetic development have
taken the “heart” out of Lee

■

Improving the crossroads area would regenerate local
retailing and improve the quality of life for local residents

■

The Lee Manor Society believes a Design Brief for Lee
Green is needed to underpin improvements

■

Planning control tools available to the Council should be
used in a coordinated fashion to achieve improvements
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1.

Background

Rocque’s map of 1740

To the coach and truck drivers who thunder through on their way to and
from the Channel ports, Lee Green is just a set of traffic lights on the busy
A20. But for local residents it is the focus of a village that turned into a
suburb and on the way lost its “heart.”
Lee was never a tightly focused community like Blackheath. Lee’s
church - St Margaret’s - was on the northern edge of the parish while the
railway builders put its station in open fields a mile to the south. Lee’s
position on the main road for horse-drawn coaches and marching armies
meant that, as traffic volumes rose, its traditional village green and duck pond
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were swept away.
The south-east quadrant of the crossroads now consists of a brutal
1960s shopping centre that has fallen on hard times since the opening of a
nearby Sainsbury’s and changing shopping trends generally.
The southwest quadrant is fronted by a 1950s shopping arcade behind
which has risen a Sainsbury’s supermarket opened in 1987. The two northern
quadrants have the oldest buildings on the crossroads including two pubs, the
Old Tiger’s Head and the New Tiger’s Head, now closed and with its upper
storeys possibly facing conversion into apartments.
The Green, which gives the area its name and which last appears as a
distinct cartographic reference on Rocque’s map of 1740, is no longer a
feature of the area. The pond used to water horses and cattle is also long
gone.
The Story of Lee (RRC Gregory and FW Nunn, 1923) starts with an
anecdote about a lady who alights from a motor bus at the Tiger’s Head and
asks the conductor for The Green. He is unable to help her . “It was a thing
of the past. The face of the village had been transformed. The open space,
which 100 years ago was a distinctive feature of Lee, and the scene of rural
sports and pastimes, had lost its Arcadian aspect and was now covered by
houses and shops.”
Despite this loss of its rural past, Lee Green forms an important entry
point for the borough of Lewisham - a sign on Eltham Road to the east tells
motorists they are entering the borough - and sets the tone for people’s
perception of the borough.
Its condition is equally important for local residents’ perception of Lee
and the borough generally. Lee is a dispersed settlement, as local historian
Josephine Birchenough notes in an unpublished manuscript “400 years in
Lee,” produced in draft format in 1971. It had no lord of the manor so lacked
a manor house that might have given a focus. The building of the Manor
House in Old Road towards the end of the 18th century came too late to
determine the settlement pattern. Meanwhile, the parish church of St
Margaret’s (on Belmont Hill) was isolated in one corner of the parish while Lee
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railway station, opened in 1866, is half a mile south of the crossroads on
Burnt Ash Road.
The Green was always the main concentration of Lee’s population,
according to Ms Birchenough, but rarely numbered more than 100 houses.
This lack of a traditional centre, and the clustering of the most houses
alongside what has become an increasingly busy transport route, combine to
give present-day Lee a lack of focus. The Lee Manor Conservation Area to the
south-west is largely residential though it includes the Manor House (now a
library) and Manor House Gardens, a restored Victorian park.
It is no longer possible to restore Lee Green to what it once was. But
creating a high quality environment at the crossroads is, we believe, crucial to
enhancing a sense of community in Lee. It is vital to providing a pleasant and
welcoming centre for shopping, eating out, relaxing and other day-to-day
activities. Improvements at Lee will contribute to the economic regeneration
of the area which has suffered from shifting retail patterns and the trafficdominated environment.
The purpose of this document is to assist the Councils of Lewisham and
Greenwich (responsible for the north-east quadrant) in drawing up a formal
design brief for the area that will ensure the best of the past is preserved and
that new building is of a high standard. It should also give planners the
opportunity to achieve improvements in the details of urban design that can
determine the character of an area: shop fronts, shutters, signage, street
furniture, green planting and pavement space.
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2.

History
The Doomsday book describes Lee as a small area of cultivation set in

extensive woodland. The earliest map available to us (Rocque’s of 1740)
shows a cluster of about a dozen houses around a triangular village green.
This hamlet is surrounded by fields.
Lee Green Farm occupies the south-east quadrant from the 1660s
roughly on the site of the present Leegate shopping centre. The farm is
demolished in the 1840s and rebuilt as Tudor House further east.
The Old Tiger’s Head and the New Tiger’s Head pubs are important and
striking features of the crossroads. Confusingly, the original (Old) Tiger’s
Head is thought to have been built on the site that currently occupied by the
New Tiger’s Head. The original pub is thought to have been built before 1730.
It was rebuilt on its present site, the north-west quadrant, in 1750-1770 and
then rebuilt (in its third incarnation) in 1896 - the date carried on its frontage.
It becomes an important mail and coaching inn.
The New Tiger‘s Head started life as a beer shop known as the Tiger
Tavern in the 1830s. It was situated in the end of four cottages known as
Prospect Terrace built around the same time. Three of these cottages remain,
housing a post office/newsagent and a hairdresser’s. In 1868 it is referred to
as the Tiger‘s Head Inn. The present building is thought to have replaced the
original cottage a few years after 1896 - the date of the rebuilding of the Old
Tiger’s Head.
In 1815 cavalry and foot regiments pass through Lee Green on their
way to Waterloo. “The space in front of the Tiger’s Head and the Green were
very commodious for the transfer of baggage to the waggons of the farmers
from the other side of London to those of the farmers in this neighbourhood
which were pressed for that purpose, to convey them 15 miles further on the
journey to Dover.” (FH Hart History of Lee, 1892)
In the early 19th Century boxing matches take place at the Old Tiger’s
Head. Horse racing and (human) foot racing take place in the 1840s but the
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police put a stop to these events, probably under pressure from respectable
local citizens.
At that time the green is the centre of village life with cricket matches,
bare knuckle boxing and other entertainments. In the 1850s further house
building prompts the installation of proper sewers and the Lee Green horse
pond is filled in. In the1860s John Pound, a developer, erects houses in the
south-east quadrant, Orchard Terrace on Eltham Road and Crown Terrace on
Burnt Ash Lane (now Road).
The opening of Lee station in 1866 prompts more house building at the
crossroads. The site of Lee Green Farm is built on as Carston Mews
(demolished in the early 1960s to make way for Leegate shopping centre). In
the same year Charles Henry Reed, a linen draper, moves into 1 Orchard
Terrace and establishes a department store. Reed dies in 1895 and it 1903
the business is taken over by Griffith & Co.
In the south-west quadrant the Prince Arthur pub is built at 422 Lee
High Road in 1870 (closed 2005) It was originally one of a row of early 19C
cottages of which three - nos 424-428 - survive behind modern shop fronts.
In 1898 No 345 Lee High Road is built in front of former Old Tiger’s
Head stables. It incorporates a fire station but the London County Council
builds a replacement in 1906 in Eltham Road. I is still in use. A police station
is built at 418 Lee High Road in 1904, replacing one built before 1860. It is
converted to apartments in 2003.
In the early 1960s the south-east quadrant, including Carston Mews, is
demolished to make way for Leegate shopping centre which goes into decline
following the opening of Sainsbury’s on the opposite side of Burnt Ash Road in
the late 1980s.

Based on material drawn from:’From the Tiger to the Clock Tower’.
Lee Centre Local History Class. Edited by Diana Rimel; ‘400 years in Lee’ by
Josephine Birchenough, draft manuscript; ‘Kings and Commuters: The Story
of Horn Park from Saxons to WW1, 2000’, Dave Kincaid.
All publications held at Lewisham Local History & Archives Centre.
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3.

Proposals for action

3.1 What do we mean by the crossroads?

For the purpose of this brief we have defined the crossroads as
covering an area:

■

Lee Road north as far as the Quaggy river

■

Eltham Road (north side) east up to and including 17/19 Eltham
Road (a tall Victorian semi-detached villa)

■

The Leegate shopping centre east to Leyland Road and south along
Leyland Road/Burnt Ash Road to include the multi-storey car park,
the former petrol station, garages on side road off Burnt Ash Road
and a small currently rubbish-strewn triangle of land fronting Burnt
Ash Road that could be planted

■

Burnt Ash Road (west side) south to Taunton Road

■

Lee High Road (south side) west to Brightfield Road and (north
side) west to the Quaggy
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3.2 Prominent historical buildings

The Old Tiger’s Head (left) and The New Tiger’s Head

The two buildings that define the crossroads and embody its history as a
centre for public entertainment and as the first stage on the London-Dover
road are the Old and New Tiger’s Heads. Both incorporate fine detailing
including tile work, plaster and brickwork on the Old Tiger’s Head and brick,
terracotta and cast/wrought ironwork on the New Tiger’s Head. Even if uses
change (the top floors of NTH may become residential) the facades must be
retained, extraneous additions removed and restored to a high quality.
Two other (former) public buildings that make their mark on the
crossroads are the former Metropolitan Police station (now converted to flats)
and the LCC Fire Sation. Both are evidence of the high quality of early 19th
century public design which must be retained even if the original use changes.
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3.3 Leegate shopping centre
An ugly 1960s structure which makes no use of its prominent corner
site to establish an architectural presence. It is redeemed only by its use of
yellow brick, by presenting a busy retailing frontage on the Eltham and Burnt
Ash Roads and by containing open public space in the form of an internal
passage and a tree-shaded square. The centre was hard hit by the opening of
Sainsbury’s.
We understand that the owner, St Modwen, is considering plans for
demolition and new build on this site. We believe any such plan should allow
for smaller, more distinctive shops, including cafes, to balance the mass
retailers. However, we doubt whether Leegate could sustain a large increase
in retail space and we feel additional housing above ground floor level would
be a more realistic option. Additional space could be created above the small
multi-storey car park on the site. This would also increase demand for local
retailers. Any new building should not however rise above the present
maximum.

Leegate shopping centre

We believe the owners and the Council should consider incorporating
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public leisure facilities in the development given the good access by public
transport and the lack of provision in this part of the borough.
Any redevelopment needs to take account of the way the site interacts
with the street. We would not want a development that turns its back on the
street front (like Sainsbury’s). At the same time thought needs to be given to
the “permeability” of the site, maintaining the pedestrian space provided by
the current square and passage.
There should be a requirement for open shutters on shop fronts to
reduce graffiti and make the area feel safe and lively at night.

In advance of

any long-term plans for the centre, we feel a more active maintenance
programme is needed immediately to smarten up its appearance. This could
include painting, removal of clutter and graffiti and additional tree planting on
the square and elsewhere.

3.4 Terraces and villas
There are several imposing Victorian residential buildings of three and
four storeys at the crossroads often with their ground floors used for retail.
These Victorian blocks need careful conservation/restoration. Owners should
be encouraged to bring any unused spaces above shops for residential use.
On the north side of Lee High Road a block of four-storey houses have
distinctive and attractive Dutch gables and retain their original wooden sash
windows. This block joins the Old Tiger’s Head over a courtyard entrance to
what was at one point the Lee Green fire station.
On Lee Road the west side has a block of red-brick three-storey houses
with attractively detailed brickwork which would benefit from cleaning. These
have some tiling remaining at ground floor shop front level.
On the east side of Lee Road there is a contrasting block built of London
stock brick with pleasing curved brickwork corners incorporating curved
wooden sash windows.
On Eltham Road there is a large semi-detached block with attractive
Gothic stone window surrounds. The look of this block has been spoiled
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however at first floor level by removal of the original bays and their
replacement with large “picture” windows. These should be restored.
Further along Eltham road is another four-storey semi-detached villa
which is the last remaining of this style at this location.
There are two rows of smaller “cottage” houses dating we believe from
the early 19th C. The row on the Lee/Eltham Road corner incorporate modern
shop fronts but, with their upper floors and pitched roofs, they still form an
attractive and prominent grouping. Any further unsympathetic change should
be resisted. A row of three similar houses, on the south side of Lee High
Road, is fronted by modern shop fronts. A fourth larger house, formerly the
Prince Arthur pub, completes this row. Details of windows on these cottages
have been lost but every opportunity should be taken to restore original
features.
A detached two-storey villa in the grounds of the fire station has
retained many original features including windows and decorative wooden
door surround. This is presumably because it has been “frozen” by being in
fire station use (for accommodation?). This is a fine, distinctive house that
must be preserved at all costs. If no longer required by the fire station it
should be returned to residential use.

Dutch gables on Lee High Road
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3.5 Shop frontages
The cross-roads functions as a lively retail centre though traditional
shops have been replaced in some cases by take-aways and estate agents.
Despite pressures on traditional retailing there are few empty shops and
retailing activity is lively though many of premises are tatty and spoiled by
internally illuminated plastic facia boards and other cheap features. Efforts
should be made to establish a more appealing standard of shop-front design.
The same goes for the south-east quadrant (Lee High Road/Burnt Ash Road),
a 1950s block that is currently have a second floor built on top to take flats.
Shopkeepers at the crossroads should be required to install open shutters to
avoid graffiti and maintain a more lively appearance when shut.

Lee Road shop fronts
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3.6 Former post office
An ugly single-storey building next to the New Tiger’s Head that
demonstrates how standards of public building design have declined since the
Victorians/Edwardians. No longer in use as a post office, it could happily be
replaced with a taller building for retail/residential use that would make better
use of the space.

3.7 Sainsbury’s
The store has a negative impact on both street frontages where it has a
presence. On Lee High Road it offers a long, high, largely windowless brick
wall with emergency exit doors and limited landscaping. On Burnt Ash Road
the street front is a low brick wall concealing a basement and ground level car
park. Neither façade takes any account of its setting and both present a
hostile/indifferent face to the street. The site sucks in a great deal of retailing
activity but none of this is visible from the street - except in the form of traffic
queues at the Burnt Ash Road/Taunton Road corner. Any further expansion of
retail space (one extension has already taken place) should be used as an
opportunity to improve the store’s interaction with the street.

3.8 Car showroom
Penfolds have a modern glass showroom with outdoor display space for
cars on the north side of Lee High Road. This space is bounded on its north
side by the Quaggy river. Though this site has no historic interest, any future
development should respect the character of the crossroads area and this site
should be included in the design brief.
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3.9 Lee Bible Centre
This is a single storey hall on the corner of Eltham/Meadowcourt Roads
which, with its garden, strikes a restful contrast to the surrounding retail and
traffic hubbub. This is a site that we fear could appeal to a developer for
more intensive development.

Lee Bible Study Centre

3.10 Roadways
The Red Route improvements to traffic flows carried out in 2006 created
a passenger phase in the traffic light sequence and pavement improvements.
Trees were planted and much of the pavement clutter - most particularly the
ugly pedestrian barriers - were removed. The pavement space has been
provided with benches that are well used despite the busy traffic. The
pavement areas are attractively designed and enhance the area. But care
should be taken that the clutter does not return (but see History Boards
below). Pavement areas not covered by the Red Route scheme, including
those in Leegate centre, are of poor quality and need improvement.
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3.11 History boards
High quality enamelled boards illustrating the history of the crossroads
should be installed at prominent points. These could include next to the
raised grass bed in Eltham Road - the nearest Lee Green comes to living up to
its name - and in front of the two pubs.

3.12 Trees
Additional tree planting should be considered where possible to give the
crossroads a greener aspect and reduce the visual and audible impact of
traffic. Tree planting should be extended along Eltham Road by the Leegate
square.

1894/1896 map of Lee Green
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4.

Conclusions

■

The Lee Green crossroads and its surroundings have
suffered from being on a busy through route and by being
on the edge of the two boroughs - Lewisham and
Greenwich.

■

We believe that the decline can be reversed by the
vigorous use of all available planning measures.

■

The local community and the Lee Manor Society are fully
behind the revival.

■

Improving the look of Lee Green will in turn boost the
area's economic viability to the benefit of residents and
traders: all that remains is for the Council(s) to act.

5.

Contact details

Charles Batchelor
Chairman, Lee Manor Society
105 Burnt Ash Road
London SE12 8RA
Telephone: 020 8852 1644
Mobile: 07785 952676
Email: batchelorc@googlemail.com

Website: http://www.leemanorsociety.org
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